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ServicedStays.com Puts Serviced Apartments onto The Internet Bringing The Comforts of Home and The
Services of a Hotel Together Cost-Effectively
ServicedStays.com has been launched today to cater for the increasingly diverse needs of the business and
leisure traveller in the UK and from across the world. With over 3000 serviced apartments situated in
London and 17 other major UK cities on its database, ServicedStays is the centre for locating unique,
versatile accommodation - offering a cost-effective alternative to staying in a hotel. Its wide range
of apartments offer all of the creature comforts of home, plus more flexibility and space for living,
working and entertaining guests.
"There is an alternative to the hotel, and it's one which brings greater comfort and flexibility with an
overall reduced cost," said Michael Parker, CEO of ServicedStays. "With serviced apartments, travellers
with particular requirements can cost-effectively stay for longer, find room for large groups, dine and
entertain guests, and enjoy unique home comforts and surroundings on their business and leisure trips."

Cardiff-based ServicedStays is pioneering the growth of the serviced apartments industry throughout the
UK - an industry that is already well established in the USA and Pacific Rim. The new ServicedStays.com
online viewing and booking system is expected to attract considerable interest among all types of
business travellers and tourists, bringing the clear benefits of staying in a serviced
apartment closer to people through the provision of an accessible, real-time web interface.
"Serviced apartments are particularly ideal for business travellers on long trips, and for holidaying
families seeking high-quality yet affordable multiple occupancy." added Parker.

About ServicedStays
ServicedStays has revolutionised the UK serviced apartment marketplace by introducing real-time
availability and online booking through the provision of an innovative, technology based solution.
With over 3000 serviced apartments on its database, ServicedStays.com is the premier online source of
serviced short-stay accommodation in London and throughout the rest of the UK. ServicedStays provides
affordable self-catering apartments in comfortable and relaxed surroundings for anything from one night
to six months. They range in size from studios to five bedrooms, each with its own fully-fitted kitchen
and all, with the exception of studios, have a lounge and dining area for entertaining guests.
Visitors can log onto http://www.servicedstays.com 24 hours a day to search and browse the selection of
apartments. Choose the apartment, check availability and book a stay online, or phone 0800 074 1990 to
speak to a customer service advisor.
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